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optimizing subroutines in assembly language - agner - 6 1. development time. writing code in assembly
language takes much longer time than in a high level language. 2. reliability and security. it is easy to make errors
in assembly code. h:appsdevelemu8086documentation8086 instruction set - reg, immediate memory, reg reg,
sreg zsome examples contain macros, so it is advisable to use shift + f8 hot key to step over (to make macro code
execute at maximum speed set step delay to zero), otherwise emulator will step through each instruction of a
macro. here is an example that uses printn macro: intel assembler 80186 and higher codetable 1/2 v 2.3 ... title: intel assembler codetable 80x86 - overview of instructions author: roger jegerlehner subject: programming
language created date: 9/22/2003 10:26:04 pm optimizing software in c++ - agner - 4 4. instruction tables: lists
of instruction latencies, throughputs and micro-operation breakdowns for intel, amd and via cpus. 5. calling
conventions for different c++ compilers and operating systems. applications engineering, texas instruments
platforms ... - texas instruments 3 next-generation systems must process more data in less time to accommodate
improved camera resolution and frame rate as well as faster assembly line speeds.
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